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The game's profile image (for the Game Collector showcase) is missing.n Given that this is a relatively rarely removed game, this pretty lousy. But I'm not offended. There is simply no time or resources for this right now.
And now this is news! Honestly, I would like to remind you that n me appeared because you did not notify me of an update that fixed this problem, and I was not happy about it. But now it won't! In the list of friends who
left me exactly a year ago, after posting, I see only and exclusively new accounts. I hope that my contribution to the development of PGP-PGF will live up to the expectations a little. The shutdown of the "exchange" in the
last couple of months, although it has become surprisingly unpleasant at times, can still be called a little progress. All old accounts that did not give subscriptions have been deleted. This post is dedicated to them. Equal sign
between PGF and PGPS? Are you still in doubt? Just skip this paragraph. I don't intend to waste time on all this. I can tell you now why PGCP was created by you and not by me. If that doesn't interest you, you can skip
this paragraph or go back to discussing how I ignored your post. The next article about GG will be out in about an hour. So, stay tuned for updates in your mail. Just received a new batch of complaints about me from one
of the members of the PGF community. I'm not even surprised by this anymore. In fact, not only did I not delete this post, but I also did not eliminate the reason for its appearance.
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